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Kaposi’s Sarcoma: A Result of the Interplay among Inflammatory
Cytokines, Angiogenic Factors and Viral Agents

Barbara Ensoli*† and Michael Stürzl‡

Kaposi|s sarcoma "KS# is an angioproliferative disease occurring in 3 clinic!epidemiologic forms[

Although the AIDS!associated KS "AIDS!KS# is the most aggressive\ all forms of KS share the

same immunological and histopathological features suggesting common etiological and pathogenic

factors[ Recent data indicate that at least in early stage KS is not a real sarcoma but an angio!

hyperplastic!in~ammatory lesion mediated by in~ammatory cytokines and angiogenic factors\ that

is triggered or ampli_ed by infection with human herpesvirus!7[ In addition\ the human immu!

node_ciency virus type!0 Tat protein appears to be responsible for the higher grade of aggressiveness

of AIDS!KS as compared to the other forms of KS[ However\ given time\ reactive KS may progress

to a sarcoma as suggested by evidence of monoclonality in late!nodular lesions[ Þ 0887 Elsevier Science Ltd[

All rights reserved[
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Kaposi|s sarcoma "KS# is a multifocal proliferative dis!
ease of vascular origin found in 3 clinic!epidemiologic
forms[ AIDS!associated KS "AIDS!KS# is the most fre!
quent tumor of human immunode_ciency virus type 0
"HIV!0# infected homo!bisexual men and is the most
aggressive form of KS ð0Ð2Ł^ African KS "AKS# is fre!
quent in certain areas of Africa where it can represent up
to 09) of the total tumors and acquires a very aggressive
course after HIV!0 infection ð3\ 4Ł^ classical KS "CKS#
occurs in elderly men of the Eastern!Mediterranean area
and is a milder form of the disease ð5\ 6Ł^ post!transplant
KS "PKS# occurs in transplanted individuals after ther!
apy with cyclosporin and corticosteroids ð7\ 8Ł[ Although
these forms have a di}erent geographical distribution
and clinical course they share many common features
including "i# a disturbance of the immune system char!
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acterized initially by immunoactivation particularly of
CD7 T cells with Th0!type cytokine production and later\
at least for AIDS!KS and PKS\ by immunosuppression^
"ii# increased levels of circulating spindle cell progenitors^
"iii# histopathology of the lesions^ "iv# high levels of the
same in~ammatory cytokines "IC#\ angiogenic molecules
and growth factors in the lesions^ and "v# infection by
human herpesvirus!7 "HHV!7#[ These and other features
of KS lesions and KS patients suggest that the di}erent
epidemiological forms of KS are mediated by the co!
operation of the same cytokines and viral agents[

In vitro and in vivo experimental data and clinical
observations indicate that KS may not be a true sarcoma
at least in early stages but it can develop as a reactive
process mediated by IC and angiogenic factors whose
production is triggered or enhanced by infection with
HHV!7[ In this context the Tat protein of HIV!0 can
increase the frequency of development and the aggress!
iveness of AIDS!KS due to both its molecular mimicry
of extracellular matrix "ECM# molecules that increases
the e}ect of angiogenic factors and to the activation of
IC production[

The role of cytokines\ the lack of malignancy of iso!
lated cell cultures\ the lack of chromosomal alterations\
the onset of KS as simultaneous multiple lesions in the
absence of obvious metastasis and lastly\ the sporadic
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cases of tumor regression support the hypothesis of the
reactive nature of KS ð09Ð02Ł[ However\ recent evidence
also suggests that in later stages of development reactive
KS lesions may transform to a true sarcoma[

PATHOLOGY OF KS LESIONS: NATURE OF THE

INFLAMMATORY CELL INFILTRATE AND ORIGIN

OF THE SPINDLE CELLS

KS lesions are characterized by multiple patch\ plaque
or nodular lesions particularly on the skin of the extremit!
ies but often involving also the mucosas and visceral
organs\ particularly in AIDS!KS[ The nodular stage rep!
resents a late {{tumoral|| stage of the lesions and is often
found at onset in AIDS!KS patients from Africa ð03Ð05Ł[

Histologically\ early lesions are characterized by an
in~ammatory!granulation type reaction with activated
proliferating endothelial cells which form new blood ves!
sels often abnormal that allow extravasation of red blood
cells and edema[ This can precede the appearance of the
typical {{spindle cells|| "KS cells "KSC## that are con!
sidered to be the tumor cells of KS[ On time\ the spindle
cells become the predominant cell type and the lesions
acquire a more monomorphic aspect resembling a _b!
rosarcoma\ although angiogenesis remains always a
prominent feature ð03\ 06Ð11Ł[

The nature of the in~ammatory cell in_ltrate of KS
appears of importance since it is the _rst to appear and
precedes the spindle cell formation[ Immunohisto!
chemical studies indicate a prevalent in_ltration of T cells
dominated by CD7¦ T cells but also containing CD3¦ T
cells\ numerous monocyte!macrophages "CD3¦\ CD03¦\
CD57¦\ CD34¦\ PAM!0¦# often with a spindle!like mor!
phology and a subendothelial localization "Fig[ 0#\ den!
dritic cells "FXIIIa¦# and few B cells "CD08¦\ CD19¦ or
CD29¦# ð12Ð18Ł[ The same features are also observed
by analysing tumor in_ltrating lymphocytes "TIL# and
macrophagic spindle cell cultures derived from the lesions
"Table 0# ð29Ł[ In addition\ the enhanced expression of
adhesion molecules in resident vessels and the lack of
evidence of monocytic cell proliferation in KS indicate
that monocytes are recruited from the blood and di}er!
entiate in loco in macrophages and dendritic cells ð13Ł[ As
discussed later\ these in~ammatory cells\ mostly CD7¦ T
cells and monocytes!macrophages\ produce a variety of
IC and in particular g!interferon "gIFN#\ that function in
a synergistic fashion to activate endothelial cells\ to
induce the production of angiogenic factors and a further
recruitment of T cells and monocytes[

The nature of the spindle cells of KS lesions has been
debated for many years\ however\ recent data indicate
that spindle cells are an heterogeneous cell population
dominated by activated vascular endothelial cells "FVIII!
RA¦\ VE!Cadherin¦\ PAL!E¦\ ULEX¦\ CD23¦\
CD25¦\ CD20¦\ ICAM!0¦\ V!CAM!0¦\ ELAM!0¦\
CD39¦\ DR¦# mixed with macrophagic spindle!shaped
cells "CD03¦\ CD57¦\ CD20¦\ CD25¦\ CD3¦\ CD34¦\
PAM!0¦\ DR¦\ ICAM!0¦# "Table 0 and Fig[ 0# ð12Ð14\

16\ 17\ 29Ð30Ł[ FVIII!RA expression generally tends to
decrease with lesion progression likely due to its release
from the cells "see below#[

Both endothelial spindle cells "E!KSC# and mac!
rophagic spindle cells "M!KSC# have been established
from the lesions and long!term cultured by utilizing the
same IC expressed in the lesion but with modi_cations of
gIFN and interleukin!1 "IL!1# content ð29\ 31\ 32Ł[ These
cells possess the same phenotype as in situ KS spindle
cells of both endothelial and macrophagic phenotype\
respectively "Table 0# ð12Ð14\ 29\ 23Ł[

The vascular origin of most spindle cells is also sug!
gested by experimental data\ discussed below\ indicating
that IC increased in KS lesions are capable to induce
normal endothelial cells to acquire the KS spindle cell
phenotype ð12\ 25\ 33Ð36Ł[ This supports the concept of
the reactive nature of these cells\ at least in the earlier
phases of lesion development[

The reactive or hyperplastic E!KSC are not trans!
formed nor they induce tumors in nude or SCID mice\
however\ they promote highly angiogenic lesions of
mouse cell origin that closely resemble early human KS
lesions ð37Ð40Ł[ These lesions regress as early KS lesions
can regress in humans ð01Ł and as discussed below\ are
mediated by the angiogenic cytokines and growth factors
produced by KS cells[ However\ although most spindle
cells and\ perhaps all in early stage\ are reactive cells\
recent evidence suggests that E!KSC are {{trans!
di}erentiated|| cells "see below# and that in late stage they
may transform[

Two transformed cell lines have been established from
KS lesions that are able to give tumors in SCID but not
in nude mice ð41\ 42Ł suggesting that tumorigenic growth
may require a serious host immunode_ciency[ In
addition\ recent studies on nodular AIDS!KS lesions
from African women indicate monoclonality of spindle
cells ð43Ł[ However\ due to the mixed cellularity\ this type
of studies cannot be performed on early lesions[ On the
other hand\ others have also found polyclonality of the
lesions ð44Ł\ suggesting that tumor transformation may
occur in some cases of advanced KS patients that are
severely immuno compromised such as African AIDS!
KS patients[ Consistent with this\ microsatellite insta!
bility has been observed in AIDS!KS but not in the
absence of HIV!0 infection such as in CKS lesions ð45Ł[

IMMUNOACTIVATION IN KS PATIENTS AND IN

INDIVIDUALS AT HIGH RISK OF KS: CD8 T-CELL

ACTIVATION AND Th-1 CYTOKINE PROFILE

All patients with KS or at high risk of KS have signs
of immunoactivation and KS itself can arise in the
absence of immunode_ciency ð46Ł[ For example\ homo!
sexual men have increased blood levels of ICAM!0\ sol!
uble CD7\ neoprotein levels and other signs of activation
even prior to HIV!0 infection or after HIV!0 infection
but prior to KS development ð25\ 47Ð69Ł[ In these indi!
viduals KS can arise prior to HIV!0 infection but in a
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Figure 0[ Detection of macrophages "CD57¦#\ CD7 T cells and activation markers "HLA!DR and ELAM!0# in KS lesions[ Single
and double immunostaining experiments with speci_c antibodies were performed as described ð12\ 49Ł[ FVIII!RA staining is in
brown and CD57 staining in red[ A prominent in_ltration by CD7¦ cells and CD57¦ "also CD03¦# monocytes!macrophages
with a spindle!like morphology and a subendothelial localization is detected in all forms of KS[ This is associated with the
expression of activation markers including HLA!DR and ELAM!0 expression in both vessels and spindle cells\ as compared to
uninvolved tissues ð12\ 23Ł[

milder form[ Similarly\ very recent and yet unpublished
data indicate that KS can arise in HIV!0 infected homo!
sexual men that are long!term non progressors "Ensoli
B[\ unpublished data#[ These patients are generally char!
acterized by a very low HIV!0 viral load\ lack of immu!
node_ciency\ CD7 activation and anti!HIV viral activity[
Again these forms of KS appear to be mild and localized[
African individuals are also immunoactivated probably
due to frequent infections of di}erent types ð60Ð62Ł[ Eld!
erly men can present an oligoclonal CD7 expansion with
increased production of IL!0 and tumor necrosis factor
a "TNFa# and have no signs of immunosuppression at
onset of KS ð63Ð65Ł[ Post!transplanted individuals receive
large quantities of alloantigens which may lead to local
foci of immunostimulated cells even under conditions of
clinically induced immunosuppression[

These and other clinical observations suggest a role for
a CD7 T!cell activation and production of IC of the
Th!0 type "gIFN and IL!1# in KS development[ Recent
evidence indicates that this is the case[ In fact\ activated
peripheral blood mononuclear cells "PBMC# from both
AIDS!KS and CKS patients produce high levels of gIFN

and little or no IL!3 as compared to patients without KS
but with other dermatological disorders ð29Ł[ CD7 T!cell
activation and in_ltration and production of IC by CD7
T cells and monocytes!macrophages is also found in KS
lesions from the same patients "Fig[ 0 and see below#
ð29\ 12Ł[ Thus\ immunoactivation is a trait of individuals
developing KS and production of IC including gIFN\ IL!
0\ TNFa appears to be key to KS development[ In fact\
the administration of gIFN\ IL!1 or TNFa to KS patients
leads to disease progression or to KS development ð66Ð
79Ł[ Disease progression is also observed during oppor!
tunistic infections ð70Ł that are naturally associated with
IC production[

A systemic increase of IC may be responsible for sev!
eral features of KS patients "Table 1# such as "i# the
presence of circulating spindle cell precursors "see below#^
"ii# activation of vessels "Fig[0# and increased circulating
levels of FVIII!RA ð71\ 72Ł\ an indicator of endothelial
cell activation and damage ð25\ 73Ł\ and "iii# increased
vascular adhesiveness with extravasation and tissue
recruitment of lymphocytes and monocytes\ as suggested
by recent studies with HIV!0 infected individuals ð13\ 74Ł[
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Table 0[ In situ KS spindle cells and spindle cells cultured from lesions or from blood are of endothelial or macrophagic cell origin
and express activation molecules

Marker Speci_city Cultured In situ Cultured In situ Cultured
E!KSC E!KSC M!KSC M!KSC circulating

KSC
progenitors

FVIII!RA Vascular endothelium 2a 2b − − −c

CD23 Vascular endothelium and hematopoietic cell ¦ ¦ − − −c

progenitors
VE!Cadherin Vascular endothelium\ endothelial macro! ¦ ¦ n[d[ n[d[ ¦

phages
CD20 Macrophages\ endothelial cells ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦
CD03 Monocytes!macrophages − − ¦ ¦ ¦
CD57 Tissue macrophages − − ¦ ¦ ¦
CD25 Macrophage\ capillary endothelium ¦ ¦ n[d[ ¦ n[d[
PAM!0 Macrophages − − ¦ ¦ ¦
CD34 Leukocytes − − ¦ ¦ ¦
CD3 T cells\ monocytes!macrophages − − ¦ ¦ ¦d

HLA!DR Macrophages\ activated endothelial cells\ ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦
others

ICAM!0 Macrophages\ activated endothelial cells\ ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦
others

VCAM!0 Activated endothelial cells\ others ¦ ¦ n[d[ n[d[ n[d[
ELAM!0 Activated endothelial cells ¦ ¦ − − n[d[
CD39 Vascular endothelium ¦ ¦ n[d[ n[d[ n[d[
a4b0 and avb2 Activated endothelial cells\ others ¦ ¦ n[d[ n[d[ n[d[

E!KSC and M!KSC\ endothelial! or macrophagic!KS spindle cells\ respectively[ "¦#\ positive expression^ "−#\ negative expression^
n[d[\ not done[
a Positive after culture in the absence of TCM[
b Positive in early stage KS\ lost in late stages[
c In a previous report few weakly positive cells have been detected ð75Ł[
d No expression has been detected in 0 report ð75Ł[
Endothelial and macrophagic KS spindle cells derived from lesions\ spindle cells derived from blood after 5Ð6 days of culture and
frozen sections of AIDS!KS and CKS lesions were stained by immunohistochemistry for the indicated markers ð49\ 12\ 13\ 14\
29\ 25\ 30\ 77Ł[ All cells were grown with IC with modi_cation in some cytokine content\ as described in the text and elsewhere
ð12\ 29\ 25Ł[

Finally\ in AIDS!KS patients\ IC activate also HIV!0
replication and further production of the viral Tat protein
that acts as a progression factor in AIDS!KS "see below#[

CIRCULATING SPINDLE CELL PROGENITORS: A

TRAIT OF KS PATIENTS

Circulating spindle cell progenitors have been found in
patients with all forms of KS and in individuals at high
risk to develop KS such as HIV!0 infected homosexual
men ð75\ 76Ł[ In KS patients these cells arise spon!
taneously in the adherent cell fraction of cultured PBMC[
After short!term culture most of the adherent cells from
these patients acquire a spindle morphology\ others
acquire a typical macrophagic morphology and all
express markers of tissue macrophages including CD03\
CD57\ PAM!0\ CD3\ CD34\ CD20 "Table 0# ð75Ð77Ł[ In
addition\ a proportion of these cells acquires expression
of VE!cadherin\ a marker of vascular endothelial cells\
although they remain negative for FVIII!RA and CD23
ð76\ 77Ł "Table 0#[ This phenotype resembles an unusual

cell type found in lymph nodes\ the so called endothelial
macrophages ð78Ł[

Although at a lower number\ these spindle cells can
also be obtained from high risk individuals and at a much
lower prevalence\ from normal blood donors\ however\
this requires the addition to the PBMC of the same IC
increased in KS patients ð75Ł "Ensoli B[\ unpublished
data#[ This suggests that IC production in KS is respon!
sible for inducing an expansion of this cell type[ A greater
number of these cells is also found in KS patients as
compared to matched patients but without KS "i[e[
AIDS!KS homosexual patients vs AIDS homosexual
patients# ð75\ 77Ł[ These cells disappear after e}ective
therapy ð76Ł suggesting that besides its role in disease
pathogenesis\ this cell type may represent a prognostic
marker in KS patients[

The presence of these cells in the blood may suggest an
explanation for the multifocal lesions developing in KS
patients[ In fact\ they resemble very closely the phenotype
of the M!KSC ð29Ł\ and\ as discussed below\ in KS pat!
ients they are infected by HHV!7 suggesting that they
can carry the virus to tissues and di}erentiate in loco into
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Table 1[ Systemic and tissue "KS# localized effects of combined
IC in KS pathogenesis

Systemic e}ects

Expansion of circulating spindle cell progenitors and di}er!
entiation to macrophages and endothelial nacrophages[

Vessel activation "increased FVIII!RA serum levels# and
extravasation of in~ammatory cells[

Activation of HIV!0 gene expression:replication and pro!
duction:release of HIV!0 Tat protein[

Activation of HHV!7 infection and increase of viral load[

Local "KS# e}ects

In~ammatory cell recruitment\ di}erentiation "monocytes to
macrophages and dendritic cells# and survival "maintain sur!
vival and phenotype of TIL from KS lesions#[

Growth induction and establishment of E!KSC and M!KSC
from lesions[

Enhancement of cytokine production and in vivo angiogenic
activity of E!KSC "bFGF\ VEGF\ GM!CSF\ IL!5\ IL!7\ IL!0\
MCP!0 etc[#[

Endothelial cell activation and induction of the same features
of E!KSC]

Spindle cell morphology[
Downregulation of FVIII!RA due to release[
Upregulation of adhesion molecules and activation marker

expression "ICAM!0\ VCAM!0\ ELAM!0\ HLA!DR\ CD39\
a4b0\ avb2#[

Induction of bFGF\ IL!5\ IL!7\ MCP!0\ GMCSF\ IL!0\
PDGF!A production[ Activation of bFGF release[

Induction of the responsiveness to the proliferative\ chem!
otactic\ invasive and adhesive e}ects of HIV!0 Tat protein
"induction of avb2:a4b0 and bFGF that are required for Tat
activity#[

In vivo angiogenic and KS!like forming activity in synergism
with the HIV!0 Tat protein[

Induction of KS!like lesions after injection in nude mice that
are increased synergistically by HIV!0 Tat protein[

Among the IC expressed in KS "see Table 2#\ gIFN appears to
be the most expressed and a key "necessary# factor to induce all
the e}ects described above[ However\ IC combined "par!
ticularly gIFN\ TNF\ IL!0# have synergistic e}ect in inducing
both systemic and local e}ects "see text for details#[

macrophages and endothelial macrophages as occurs in
vitro ð77Ł[

INFLAMMATORY CYTOKINES ARE EXPRESSED IN

KS LESIONS AND TRIGGER KS LESION

FORMATION

A variety of IC are expressed in lesions from all forms
of KS[ These include gIFN\ TNF\ IL!0\ IL!5\ gra!
nulocyte:macrophages colony stimulating factor
"GMCSF#\ and others ð12\ 29\ 89Ð81Ł "Tables 1 and 2 and
Fig[ 1#[ They are all produced by in_ltrating lymphocytes
and monocytes!macrophages[ In addition\ IL!0\ IL!5 and
GMCSF are also produced by activated endothelial cells
and E!KSC ð38\ 89\ 81Ð83Ł[ This IC production is associ!
ated with vessel activation "ICAM!0¦\ ELAM!0¦\ V!
CAM!0¦\ DR¦\ CD39¦\ upregulation of a4b0 and avb2
integrins# "Figs 0 and 1# ð12Ð14\ 23\ 49Ł and increased

vascular adhesion of in~ammatory cells ð74Ł "Table 1#[
The same IC are produced by activated PBMC ð32Ł and
this mixture "T!cell activation conditioned media "TCM##
or recombinant cytokines added together at the same
concentration as found in TCM\ mediate\ in a synergistic
fashion\ phenomena that appear to be key to KS lesion
formation and progression "Tables 1 and 2#[

TCM or combined IC induce the long!term growth of
cultivated E!KSC\ and in fact\ they have been previously
used to establish E!KSC from the lesions ð31\ 37\ 38Ł[
Several of the IC present in TCM "IL!0 a and b\ TNFa

and b\ gIFN\ Oncostatin M "OSM## contribute to induce
the long!term growth of hyperplastic E!KSC ð31\ 32\ 35\
38\ 84Ł[ Oncostatin M\ in particular\ has been found to
be a strong KS cell growth factor for some E!KSC ð85Ð
88Ł\ likely via induction of basic _broblast growth factor
"bFGF# ð099Ł but has inhibitory growth e}ects on other
KSC cultures ð81Ł[ These controversial results have also
been reported for the activity of OSM on endothelial cells
ð099\ 090Ł and it may be related to di}erent cell culture
conditions or to the preparation of OSM used in these
studies[ However\ it is clear that the e}ect of IC on KSC
growth is mediated by a synergistic stimulatory e}ect on
bFGF production and release[ bFGF\ in turn\ functions
as an autocrine KS cell growth factor ð24\ 35\ 38Ð40\ 84Ł[
IC also increase the in vivo angiogenic and KS!forming
activity of KS spindle cells ð35Ł\ suggesting that IC can
maintain and enhance KS growth and progression
"Tables 1 and 2#[

IC also support the establishment of M!KSC from
the lesions "Table 1#[ As mentioned above\ this can be
obtained by modifying the concentrations of the di}erent
cytokines present in the IC mixture ð29Ł[ This con_rms
immunohistological studies showing that both endo!
thelial and macrophagic spindle cells are present in the
lesions "Table 0#[ However\ these cell types require slight
modi_cations in culture conditions for growth "Table 1#
ð29Ł[ It cannot be excluded that a pluripotent precursor
cell may di}erentiate into both cell types[ In this case\ the
circulating spindle cell progenitors are the best candidate
for this role ð75\ 76Ł[

IC are also able to maintain in culture KS!derived TIL
with the same phenotype as those found in situ in KS
lesions "Table 1#\ whereas\ in the absence of TCM\ these
cells undergo apoptosis and disappear rapidly ð29Ł[ Thus\
besides the activation of endothelial cells which seems to
be important for KS initiation\ IC can also maintain KS
lesions by promoting cell survival and growth[

The same IC activate endothelial cells to acquire the
phenotypic and functional features of E!KSC "Tables 0\
1 and 2# ð12\ 25\ 32Ð34\ 36Ł[ These include a typical spindle
morphology and the expression of the same markers
"downregulation of FVIII!RA\ activation of ELAM!0\
ICAM!0\ V!CAM!0\ DR\ a4b0\ avb2 integrin expression#
ð25Ł[ In particular\ FVIII!RA positivity tends to be lost
by in situ E!KSC of progressive KS lesions or by culturing
E!KSC or endothelial cells in TCM due to its release that
is induced by IC\ but FVIII!RA positivity is regained by
omitting TCM from the cultures ð25\ 36Ł[ This suggests
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Table 2 Expression and activity of in~ammatory cytokines in KS

Factor Expression Activity on Expression Expression of Possible role in KS pathogenesis
in KSC KSC in KS cognate receptors
in vitro in vitro in vivo in KSC in vivo

IL!0a� ¦ ¦ "M\P# − n[d[ Activation of E!KSC proliferation mediated by bFGF\
activation of endothelial cells\ cell recruitment[

IL!0b� ¦ ¦ "M\P# ¦ n[d[ Activation of E!KSC proliferation mediated by bFGF\
activation of endothelial cells\ cell recruitment[

IL!5� ¦ < "P# ¦ gp029 "¦#\ Lack of IL!5R expression in KS lesions in vivo argues
IL!5R "−# against a role of IL!5[ Biological activity on KSC may be

mediated by circulating soluble IL!5R[
TNFa\b� − ¦ "M\P# ¦ n[d[ Activation of E!KSC proliferation\ activation of endo!

thelial cells\ cell recruitment[ KS progression after sys!
temic inoculation[

IFNg� − ¦ "M\P# ¦ n[d[ Activation of endothelial cells "EC#\ induce phenotypic
transformation of EC to E!KSC\ cell recruitment[ KS
progression after systemic inoculation[

OSM < < "P# < gp029 "¦#\ It is still in discussion whether OSM is an activator or an
LIF!R "−# inhibitor of E!KSC proliferation in vivo and in vitro[

KSC\ KS spindle cells^ n[d[\ not done^ "¦# and "−#\ expression or activity present absent\ respectively^ "�#\ increased serum
concentrations in KS patients[ "<#\ con~icting data^ "P#\ proliferation\ "M#\ morphologic transformation "spindle shape#[ gp029
"¦#\ expression of the signal transducing molecule gp029[ IL!5R "−#\ LIF!R "−#\ lack of expression of the binding molecules
which constitute together with gp029 the high a.nity receptors for IL!5 and OSM\ respectively[
IC are mostly produced by in_ltrating in~ammatory cells "CD7 T cells and monocytes!macrophages# and some "IL!0\ IL!5# by
spindle cells[ IC are also increased in high risk patients and KS patients and act synergistically to induce both systemic and tissue!
localized e}ects "Table 1#[

that IC may contribute to the increased blood levels of
FVIII!RA found in HIV!0 infected individuals[

IC produced in KS lesions also induce cultured endo!
thelial cells and E!KSC to produce angiogenic factors
"Tables 1 and 2# such as bFGF\ vascular endothelial
cell growth factor "VEGF#\ IL!7\ platelet derived growth
factor "PDGF!A# and other cytokines and chemokines
expressed in primary lesions with e}ects on cell recruit!
ment\ growth\ angiogenesis and lesion formation "dis!
cussed below#[ In addition\ upon exposure to IC
endothelial cells become angiogenic in nude mice and
induce formation of KS!like lesions as E!KSC do ð12\ 25\
36Ł[ Similarly\ inoculation of IC induces KS!like angi!
ogenic lesions in mice ð091Ł\ indicating that they can trig!
ger a cascade of events leading to lesion formation "Table
1#[

IC also induce normal endothelial cells to become
responsive to the adhesive\ mitogenic and invasive e}ects
of extracellular HIV!0 Tat protein as E!KSC "Table 1#
and as discussed below\ this is due to both activation of
the expression of the receptors for Tat "a4b0 and avb2
integrins# and induction of bFGF production that are
constitutively expressed by established E!KSC[ This leads
to augmented angiogenesis and spindle cell growth in
AIDS!KS ð49Ł[

gIFN appears to be the major mediator of these chan!
ges although the other IC\ particularly IL!0 and TNF\
contribute to these e}ects in a synergistic fashion "Fig[ 1
and Tables 1 and 2# ð12\ 25\ 35\ 36\ 092Ł[ In addition\
gIFN upregulates CD39 expression in cultured E!KSC
ð30Ł[ CD39 is also highly expressed by KS spindle cells of

AIDS!KS and CKS lesions and by vascular endothelial
cells in areas within and adjacent to the tumors ð30Ł[
This and the HLA!DR expression in KS lesions "Fig[
0# indicate that gIFN is active on KS spindle cells and
endothelial cells in KS lesions in vivo[ Signaling through
CD39 is able to prevent apoptosis\ probably by induction
of the expression of the bcl!1 proto!oncogene ð093Ł[ This
suggests that gIFN!induced expression of CD39 in KS
spindle cells and endothelial cells seen in vivo may con!
tribute to the increase of bcl!1 expression that is observed
in the same cells during progression of all forms of KS
ð094Ł "see below#[

Although IC activate endothelial cells to acquire the
E!KSC phenotype a few di}erences still exist as compared
to E!KSC[ These include the lack of production of VEGF
ð095Ł and the lack of a growth response to RGD peptides
ð091Ł[ E!KSC\ in fact\ produce VEGF and this expression
is increased by IC ð095Ð097Ł[ In addition\ E!KSC pro!
liferate with RGD peptides suggesting alterations in the
integrin pathway ð091Ł[ In contrast\ IC!activated endo!
thelial cells do not[ Finally\ IC!activated endothelial cells
but not E!KSC proliferate in response to VEGF although
both express similar receptors levels ð095\ 097Ł[ This sug!
gests that E!KSC have acquired a {{transdi}erentiated||
phenotype although they are not transformed nor tumo!
rigenic in SCID mice[

Finally\ IC activate HIV!0 transcription\ replication
and production of Tat in infected cells ð098Ł and\ as
suggested by recent studies discussed below\ they activate
HHV!7 replication and increase viral load "Table 1#[

Altogether these results indicate that the IC produced
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Figure 1[ Immunohistochemical detection of gIFN expression in two di}erent KS lesions "upper panel# as compared to uninvolved
tissues "lower panel#[ gIFN is produced by both CD7¦ T cells and monocytes!macrophages with spindle morphology\ as
determined by immunohistochemistry with speci_c antibodies and by double staining experiments with antibodies speci_c for
gIFN and CD7 T cells or monocytes!macrophages "CD57 and CD03# ð12Ł[

in KS lesions are capable of triggering a cascade of events
leading to lesion formation and to maintenance and pro!
gression of KS[

ANGIOGENIC MOLECULES, GROWTH FACTORS

AND CHEMOKINES MEDIATE KS LESION

FORMATION

Angiogenesis\ proliferating spindle cells and prominent
in_ltration of in~ammatory cells are the characteristic
histological features of KS[ Several di}erent angiogenic
molecules\ growth factors\ and chemokines appear to
mediate these phenomena[

The _rst experimental evidence that angiogenic factors
are involved in KS lesion formation was provided by
studies indicating the capability of E!KSC to induce angi!
ogenesis in the chorioallantoic membrane assay and
highly angiogenic KS!like lesions after inoculation of the
cells in nude mice ð37Ð40Ł[ These KS!like lesions are of
mouse cell origin\ regress in time and are mediated by
speci_c angiogenic factors produced by the cells[ In par!

ticular\ bFGF is a key mediator of lesion formation
"Tables 1 and 3#[

Inoculation of bFGF in nude mice results in the for!
mation of KS!like lesions ð49Ł[ bFGF is expressed at very
high levels by E!KSC in vitro and in vivo ð38Ð40Ł and it is
released by these cells in the absence of cell death or
cell permeability changes ð35\ 36\ 38Ł[ Finally\ inhibition
studies with speci_c neutralizing antibodies or antisense
oligodeoxynucleotides directed against bFGF mRNA
have shown that bFGF is required for the formation of
KS!like lesions induced by inoculation of E!KSC in nude
mice ð40Ł[

In addition to its paracrine activity\ bFGF has auto!
crine activity in KS development because it stimulates
proliferation of E!KSC and IC!activated endothelial cells
ð35\ 36\ 40\ 84\ 88Ł[ Most importantly\ both bFGF mRNA
ð009Ł and protein ð49Ł are highly increased in tissue sec!
tions of KS primary lesions and in KS!like mice lesions
ð25\ 35\ 36Ł\ which indicates that bFGF regulates angi!
ogenesis and E!KSC growth in both humans and mice[

As mentioned above IC induce\ in a synergistic fashion\
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bFGF production and release in both E!KSC and normal
endothelial cells ð12\ 35\ 36\ 84\ 88Ł\ and IC!activated
endothelial cells induce KS!like lesions in nude mice that
are mediated by bFGF and are indistinguishable from
those induced by E!KSC "Table 1# ð12\ 25\ 36Ł[ gIFN
is essential also for this e}ect although TNF and IL!0
contribute and synergize with gIFN to induce angiogenic
activity of the cells ð12\ 36Ł[

However\ neutralizing anti!bFGF antibodies or anti!
sense oligodeoxynucleotides do not totally block lesion
formation after inoculation of E!KSC in mice ð40Ł\ and
injection of bFGF alone does not induce the edema
characteristic of KS ð49Ł[ This suggests involvement of
other factors[ In fact\ VEGF\ another angiogenic factor\
is expressed as the two secreted forms "VEGF 010\ VEGF
054# in both KS lesions and in cultured E!KSC ð095\ 097Ł
"Fig[ 2 and Table 3#[ As for bFGF\ VEGF expression in
E!KSC is also induced by IC and by other cytokines
found in KS lesions such as PDGF!B ð095\ 097Ł[ VEGF
synergizes with bFGF in inducing endothelial cell growth
and angiogenesis as demonstrated by in vitro and mice
studies "Table 3# ð095\ 097Ł[ In addition\ bFGF and
VEGF synergize to induce edema as shown by injecting
both cytokines alone and combined in guinea pigs ð095Ł[

Figure 2[ Expression of bFGF and VEGF in KS lesions as compared to uninvolved tissues[ Both angiogenic factors are expressed
at high levels in all forms of KS[ Generally\ the number of bFGF positive cells is higher "about double# than that of VEGF[
Expression of both factors in spindle cells was determined by immunohistochemistry ð12\ 49\ 097\ reproduced with permission of
the American Journal of PathologyŁ[

VEGF does not induce the growth of E!KSC described
above although the cells express both its receptors
"KDR:FLK!0 and ~t!0# ð095\ 097Ł but appears to mediate
the growth of the two transformed KS cell lines estab!
lished from KS lesions ð000Ł[

Expression of KDR:FLK!0 receptor tyrosine kinase\
one subunit of the VEGF receptor\ has also been detected
in KS spindle cells in vivo ð001Ł\ suggesting that VEGF
may have some autocrine activity on KS spindle cell
proliferation in progressed stages of the disease[ Never!
theless\ since KS spindle cells were identi_ed only by
morphologic criteria ð001Ł\ it is unclear whether VEGF
and FLK:KDR!0 are expressed by the same or di}erent
spindle cell populations "E!KSC or M!KSC#[ However\
VEGF clearly contributes to the angiogenesis and edema
characteristic of KS[

Another angiogenic molecule found in KS is the scatter
factor:hepatocyte growth factor "SF:HGF# "Table 3#
ð002\ 003Ł[ SF:HGF induces endothelial cells to acquire
a spindle morphology and stimulates proliferation of cul!
tured KS spindle cells ð003Ł[ Moreover\ SF:HGF and
its cognate receptor\ the c!met protein\ are expressed in
human KS lesions ð003\ 004Ł\ suggesting that it may play
a role in KS development[
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Table 3[ Expression and activity of growth and angiogenic factors in KS

Factor Expression Activity on Expression Expression of Possible role in KS pathogenesis
in KSC KSC in vivo cognate receptors
in vitro in vitro in KSC in vivo

aFGF ¦ n[d[ ¦ ¦ May contribute to KS cell growth and angiogenesis
"m[d[r[#[

bFGF ¦ ¦ "P\CH\I# ¦ ¦[ Key role in E!KSC proliferation and angiogenesis[ Acts
in synergy with HIV!0 Tat protein and VEGF in induc!
tion of angiogenesis and edema[

FGF 2 n[d[ n[d ¦ n[d "m[d[r[#
FGF 4 ¦ n[d[ ¦ n[d[ "m[d[r[#
FGF 5 − n[d[ ¦ n[d[ "m[d[r[#
VEGF ¦ < "P# ¦ ¦[ Contributes to KS associated edema and angiogenesis[

Acts in synergy with bFGF[
PDGF!A ¦ ¦ "P# ¦ − Activation of KSC proliferation\ angiogenesis\ absence

of receptor expression in vivo argues against a role in KS
development[

PDGF!B < ¦ "P\ CH# ¦ ¦ Role in KSC proliferation[
SF:HGF ¦ ¦ "P# ¦ ¦ May activate KSC proliferation and contribute to angi!

ogenesis[
MCP!0 ¦ n[d[ ¦ n[d[[ Chemoattractive for monocytes\ may contribute to the

high numbers of monocytes generally observed in KS
lesions[

IL!7 ¦ ¦ "CH# ¦ n[d[ May induce chemotaxis of endothelial cells\ KSC and
other cells in KS lesions[

GM!CSF ¦ 2 "P# ¦ n[d[ Monocyte di}erentiation to macrophages and dendritic
cells[

PAF ¦ ¦ "P\ CH# n[d[ n[d[ May contribute to angiogenesis "m[d[r[#[
TGF!a 2 ¦ "P# n[d[ n[d[ KSC proliferation "m[d[r[#[
TGF!b ¦ ¦ "P# ¦ n[d[ KSC proliferation "m[d[r[#[

KSC\ KS spindle cells^ n[d[\ not done^ "¦#\ "2# and "−# expression or activity present\ weak or absent\ respectively^
"<#\ data are con~icting^ "P#\ proliferation^ "CH#\ chemotaxis^ "I#\ invasion[

"m[d[r[#\ more data are required to evaluate the role of the respective factor in KS pathogenesis[

PDGF!B is another potent paracrine!acting mitogen
for cultured E!KSC ð005\ 006Ł that is expressed in vivo by
subpopulations of cells that are intermingled with the
spindle cells ð81\ 007Ł "Table 3#[ E!KSC express PDGF
b!receptor ð81\ 007Ł\ suggesting that PDGF!B may acti!
vate the proliferation of KS spindle cells by paracrine
mechanisms[ In addition\ PDGF!B may have angiogenic
activity suggesting that it may also contribute to the
angiogenesis found in KS ð008Ł[

IL!0 is also produced and released by E!KSC ð38Ł and
expressed in human KS lesions "Table 2# ð81Ł[ IL!0
induces autocrine growth of E!KSC ð38Ł[ Recent studies\
however\ indicate that its growth e}ects are mediated by
induction of bFGF production which appears to be the
_nal mediator of KS cell growth ð35\ 36\ 40\ 84Ł[ In
addition\ IL!0 synergizes with TNF and gIFN to induce
endothelial cell activation and the acquisition of the KS
cell phenotype ð12\ 25Ł\ and promotes leukocyte recruit!
ment "Tables 1 and 2# ð019Ł[

IL!5 is produced by in~ammatory cells\ E!KSC and by
IC!activated endothelial cells and although it has been
shown to induce KS cell growth "Table 2# ð89\ 82Ł\ other
reports have not con_rmed these _ndings[ In fact\ E!KSC
lack both in vitro and in vivo the IL!5 receptor ð81\ 010Ł[
In addition\ IL!5 does not induce endothelial cell growth
and has no angiogenic activity in the nude mice model

ð019Ł "Ensoli B[\ unpublished data#[ However\ in vivo
biological activity of IL!5 on KS spindle cells may be
mediated by circulating soluble IL!5 receptor molecules
that may bind to the signal transducing molecule gp029
which is highly expressed by E!KSC in vivo ð81\ 011Ł[ In
addition\ IL!5 can amplify leukocyte recruitment ð019Ł[

The prominent leukocyte in_ltration present in KS
has suggested that chemokines may be involved in KS
development[ In fact\ IC induce the expression of mon!
ocyte chemotactic protein!0 "MCP!0# in E!KSC "Table
3# ð019\ 012Ł[ Furthermore\ MCP!0 has been detected in
the spindle cells of KS lesions suggesting that MCP!0
may contribute to the recruitment of monocytes into KS
lesions ð012\ 013Ł[

IL!7 is another chemokine expressed in KS lesions\ by
cultured E!KSC and by IC!activated endothelial cells
"Table 3# ð012Ł[ IL!7 has chemotactic activity for all
immune cells identi_ed so far[ In addition\ this cytokine
may have a prominent role in endothelial cell migration
since it appears to have more migratory than proliferating
e}ects on E!KSC and endothelial cells "Ensoli B[\ unpub!
lished data#[ However\ by this e}ect IL!7 may also con!
tribute to the angiogenesis found in KS lesions[

GMCSF is produced by E!KSC ð38Ł and by in_ltrating
in~ammatory cells of the lesions "Table 3#[ Although
GMCSF may induce some angiogenic activity ð014Ł it is
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a weak inducer of KS spindle cell growth ð32Ł[ However\
it may contribute to the di}erentiation of monocytes into
macrophages and dendritic cells that are found in KS
lesions ð015Ł[

Although other cytokines are expressed by spindle cells
of KS lesions or by cultured E!KSC including acid FGF
"aFGF# ð28\ 38\ 016\ 017Ł\ FGF!5 ð017\ 018Ł\ platelet
activating factor "PAF# ð029Ł\ PDGF!A ð81\ 005\ 006Ł\
TGF!a ð03\ 020Ł\ and TGF!b ð38\ 004\ 021\ 022Ł "Table
3#\ their role in KS lesion formation is yet to be deter!
mined and will not be discussed further[

Altogether these data indicate that a network of angi!
ogenic factors "bFGF\ VEGF\ SF:HGF\ PDGF!B#\ spin!
dle cell growth factors "bFGF\ PDGF!B\ IL!0#\ and
chemotactic factors "MCP!0\ IL!7# are expressed in KS
and regulate recruitment\ survival\ growth and di}er!
entiation of the di}erent cell types\ including spindle cells\
present in KS lesions[ The biological activities of these
molecules and of the IC discussed above can explain the
mixed cellularity\ the angiogenesis and the edema of KS
lesions in the context of a cytokine!mediated reactive
process[

HHV-8 A NEW HERPESVIRUS ASSOCIATED WITH

KS: A TRIGGERING EVENT OR A CONSEQUENCE

OF LESION FORMATION?

Although a transmissible agent has been postulated as
the causal agent of KS and several viruses and other
agents have been suggested ð10\ 11Ł\ none has been con!
_rmed[ Recently a new herpesvirus termed HHV!7\ that
is closely related to EpsteinÐBarr!virus "EBV# and her!
pesvirus saimiri\ has been identi_ed and shown to be
present in all epidemiological forms of KS ð023Ð039Ł[
HHV!7 has also been found in primary e}usion B!cell
lymphomas\ Castelman disease and in the dendritic cells
of the bone marrow of patients with multiple myeloma
ð030Ð034Ł[ Recent epidemiological studies by PCR on
PBMC and by a _rst generation serogical assays indicate
that HHV!7 is particularly prevalent in those geo!
graphical areas\ including certain areas of Africa\ Greece
and Italy\ with a high incidence of KS ð035Ð038Ł[ In these
areas and\ less frequently\ in other areas of the world at
a lower HHV!7 prevalence\ the virus is also present in
normal blood donors or in patients without KS ð049Ð
042Ł[ However\ in these individuals viral load in PBMC
and tissues appear to be much lower than in patients with
KS ð043Ð046Ł and antibodies directed against viral latent
antigens are less prevalent than in KS patients ð036\ 046\
047Ł[

HHV!7 load in PBMC is also higher in HIV!infected
individuals ð048Ł and in Africans ð059\ 050Ł as compared
to other groups at risk of KS[ Similarly\ a positive serol!
ogy is found more often in homosexual men\ in Africans
and in elderly men of high risk geographical areas ð035\
046Ł[ Since HHV!7 seroprevalence is low in areas at low
incidence of KS and its detection can precede the onset
of KS ð046\ 051\ 052Ł\ these results suggest that HHV!7

is key to KS development but it requires additional fac!
tors to exert its e}ects in KS pathogenesis[

In PBMC\ the virus is detected in B cells ð024\ 049\ 053\
054Ł\ but recent data indicate that it is also present in
monocytes!macrophages ð29\ 055Ł\ dendritic cells ð034Ł
and more rarely "in advanced KS#\ in T cells ð77Ł[ Inter!
estingly\ HHV!7 is detected in the circulating monocytes
and spindle cell progenitors of KS patients ð76\ 77Ł\ sug!
gesting that these cells may play a role in virus recruitment
into tissues[

At the lesion level\ HHV!7 is present in endothelial and
spindle cells mostly in a latent form\ ð056Ð060Ł whereas
mononuclear cells including monocytes!macrophages are
lytically infected "Fig[ 3# ð055\ 061Ł and may support
virus production and spread to other cell types[ This is
suggested by recent studies of HHV!7 transmission to
PBMC\ B cells\ monocytes!macrophages\ dendritic cells
and endothelial cells "Goletti D[\ in preparation#\ and by
in situ hybridization results showing the recruitment of
HHV!7 infected monocytes into KS tissues "Fig[ 3# ð055Ł[
In fact\ although circulating B cells are infected and may
represent one of the major reservoir of the virus\ they are
few or absent in KS lesions\ whereas monocytes and T
cells are much more abundant "Fig[ 0#[ In addition\ the
virus is lost after culture of E!KSC from the lesions ð062\
063Ł\ but it is maintained in the M!KSC cultures derived
from the lesions ð29Ł[

The question whether extravasation of HHV!7 infected
mononuclear cells into the tissue may be the initiating
event of KS development or whether these cells are
recruited secondarily into an early reactive focus of KS
has not yet been solved[ The second hypothesis\ however\
is supported by recent data showing that in late stage KS
lesions numerous KS spindle cells express the latency
associated nuclear antigen "LANA# and the kaposin gene
"expressed in lytic and latent infection# of HHV!7 ð056\
060Ł\ whereas in early KS lesions LANA expression is
not detected\ and the relative number of cells "i[e[ the
number of positive cells:total number of KS cells#
expressing kaposin is much lower as compared to late
stage lesions ð056\ 060Ł[ Further\ viral load increases with
lesion stage and although it is high in late stage KS\
HHV!7 is undetectable in some early lesions ð12\ 064\
065Łthat express detectable IC and DR expression ð12Ł[
Finally\ as discussed below\ IC can activate HHV!7 infec!
tion and increase viral load ð77Ł[ From these data it is
tempting to speculate that the predominant role of HHV!
7 is after initiation of KS[

As other herpesviruses\ HHV!7 possesses several
homologs of cellular genes including cytokines "v!IL!5#\
chemokine receptors "v!IL!7R#\ chemokines "v!MIP I\ II
and III# and potentially transforming genes like v!bcl!1
and v!cyclin D ð066Ð068Ł "Table 4#[ However\ most of
these genes are expressed during lytic infection and not
in latently infected KS spindle cells ð079Ð074Ł[ Only v!
cyclin D expression can be detected by in situ hybrid!
ization in numerous KS spindle cells of late nodular KS
lesions ð075Ł[ Nevertheless\ recent data suggest that HHV!
7 does not transform B cells or endothelial cells ð076Ł[ So
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Figure 3[ Detection of HHV!7 infected monocytes in KS lesions[ Co!staining experiments with an antibody speci_c for monocytes!
macrophages "anti!myeloid:histiocyte antigen\ red staining# and in situ hybridization for detection of HHV!7 VP12 transcript
"black grains# that is expressed only during HHV!7 viral lytic infection[

Table 4[ Expression and activity of HIV and HHV!7 viral proteins in KS

Factor Expression Activity on Expression Expression of Possible role in KS pathogenesis
in KSC KSC in KS cognate receptors in
in vitro in vitro lesions KSC in vivo

in vivo

HIV!0 Tat − ¦ "P\ CH\I#¦ ¦ Activates proliferation\ migration\ invasion\ adhesion
of E!KSC and IC!endothelial cells[ Induces in vitro mor!
phogenesis[ Synergizes with IC or bFGF to enhance
angiogenesis\ KS cell invasion and growth\ and aggress!
iveness of AIDS!KS[ Increases bcl!1 expression[ Binds
KDR!0:activation[ Increases HIV!0 replication and
HHV!7 viral load[ Activates IC production in HIV!0
infected cells and E!KSC or endothelial cells[

HHV!7!IL!5 − n[d[ 2 ¦ "gp029# Can activate proliferation in the absence of IL!5R by
direct interaction with gp029[

HHV!7! − n[d[ 2 n[d[ May contribute to the recruitment of monocytes and
MIP!I dendritic cells into the lesions[
HHV!7! − n[d[ ¦ n[d[ May be an accessory activator of KS spindle cell
CYCD growth[

KSC\ KS spindle cells^ n[d[\ not done^ "¦# and "−# expression or activity present or absent\ respectively^ "2# weak expression^
"P#\ proliferation^ "CH#\ chemotaxis^ "I#\ invasion[

HHV!7 may be an accessory activator of KS spindle cell
growth possibly mediated by v!cyclin D ð075Ł or may act
indirectly by stimulating the expression of cellular factors
with paracrine activity[ On the other hand\ the higher
viral load found in KS patients and in late!nodular lesions
suggest that individuals at risk of KS o}er better con!
ditions to virus growth and spread in the body[ Recent
evidence supports this hypothesis[

The same IC found increased in KS lesions can main!
tain and rescue viral growth\ activate viral lytic rep!
lication and increase viral load in B cells and monocytes!
macrophages ð77Ł\ likely promoting viral transmission to

other cell types[ In addition\ increased IC such as gIFN
and DR activation can be found in early lesions prior to
HHV!7 detection ð12Ł\ suggesting that IC are\ at least
partially\ responsible of virus growth and behavior in KS
patients and in individuals at high risk to develop KS[

The data available indicate that circulating monocytes
and derived cell types "macrophages\ endothelial mac!
rophages and dendritic cells# may play a key role in HHV!
7 infection\ virus recruitment into tissues\ lytic infection
and transmission to other cell types\ including endothelial
cells[ Finally\ these data suggest that the CD7 cell in_l!
tration and activation present in KS lesions and a further
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ampli_cation of IC production may be in response to or
be enhanced by HHV!7\ as found for other herpesviruses
such as EBV ð077Ł[ Although more studies are needed to
understand the role of HHV!7 in KS development\ these
results suggest that the virus!host interplay is mediated
by the same IC inducing cell recruitment\ endothelial cell
activation\ angiogenesis and KS cell growth[

HIV-1 Tat PROTEIN: A PROGRESSION FACTOR IN

AIDS-KS

All factors described above including HHV!7 are pre!
sent in all forms of KS[ However\ AIDS!KS is more
frequent and has a more aggressive course than the other
KS forms\ including AKS that acquires the most aggress!
ive course after HIV!0 infection[ Again\ AIDS patients
have at least 299!fold higher probability to get KS than
individuals with primary immunode_ciency[ This sug!
gests that HIV!0 itself may play a role in KS development[
Recent studies indicate that the Tat protein of HIV may
be responsible for the aggressive nature of AIDS!KS[

Tat is a transcriptional activator of viral gene
expression produced early after infection and essential for
virus replication ð098\ 078\ 089Ł[ During acute infection of
T cells by HIV!0\ Tat is released from the cells in an
active form ð089Ð081Ł and via a leaderless secretory path!
way that is speci_c and resembles that of IL!0\ bFGF
and aFGF ð081Ł[ In addition to its e}ect on paracrine
and autocrine virus replication\ tat possesses other activi!
ties on cell functions and can a}ect the growth and sur!
vival of T cells\ endothelial cells and E!KSC ð098Ł[ In
addition\ transgenic mice carrying the Tat gene form KS!
like lesions that are more frequent in male mice as KS in
humans ð082Ł and according to the level of expression of
the transgene\ Tat can cause tumors of various cell origin
ð083Ł[

After release\ extracellular Tat is capable of inducing
the growth\ migration and invasion of E!KSC ð32\ 34\ 49\
089\ 080Ł and of IC!activated endothelial cells "Table 4#
ð25\ 32Ð34Ł[ Tat also induces endothelial cells to express
collagenase IV of the 61KD!type that is known to be
associated with angiogenesis and tumor growth ð34\ 49Ł[
Finally\ Tat induces E!KSC and endothelial cell adhesion
and stimulates endothelial cells to undergo in vitro mor!
phogenesis ð33\ 34Ł[ These e}ects of Tat suggested earlier
that it mimics the e}ect of ECM proteins such as _b!
ronectin and vitronectin that are known to play a key
role in endothelial cell survival\ adhesion growth\
invasion and angiogenesis ð084Ł[

However\ all the e}ects of Tat on normal endothelial
cells require a previous exposure of the cells to the same
IC increased in KS patients "Tables 1 and 2# and\ again\
gIFN appears to play a major role in inducing respon!
siveness to Tat ð12\ 25\ 32\ 33Ł[ For example\ endothelial
cells do not enter the cell cycle after Tat stimulation
unless they are pre!exposed to IC ð25Ł[ This is due to both
IC induction of the expression of a4b0 and avb2 integrins
that function as the receptors for Tat and to the induction

of bFGF expression that\ in turn\ induces the same inte!
grins ð33\ 091\ 084\ 085Ł and it is required for Tat!angi!
ogenic e}ect ð49Ł[ In contrast\ both a4b0 and avb2
integrins and bFGF are constitutively expressed by E!
KSC that respond to Tat in the absence of other stimuli
ð33\ 091\ 085Ł[

Consistent with these data\ inoculation of Tat alone in
nude mice does not lead to angiogenesis\ however\ when
Tat is inoculated in the presence of suboptimal "non
lesion forming# amounts of bFGF or with heparin\ it
greatly enhances bFGF!mediated angiogenesis and KS!
like lesion formation in terms of both number of mice
developing lesions and intensity of the histological alter!
ations including angiogenesis and spindle cell growth
"Table 4# ð49\ 086Ł[ Similar synergistic e}ects are observed
by inoculating mice with combined IC and Tat since IC
induce both integrins and bFGF expression ð12\ 091\ 085Ł[

Interestingly\ Tat exerts this synergistic e}ect with
bFGF but not with VEGF and recent studies suggest
that this is due to the binding of Tat to bFGF!induced
integrins "a4b0 and avb2# and not to avb4 that is induced
by VEGF ð091\ 085Ł and is involved in its angiogenic
pathway ð084Ł[ Tat possesses two domains that mediate
these e}ects] the basic region that mediates heparin bind!
ing and the RGD region that mediates binding to inte!
grins[ Tat is a strong heparin!binding factor and its basic
sequence competes with bFGF for binding to heparan
sulfate proteoglycans of the cell surface and ECM ð081Ł[
By this competitive e}ect Tat releases ECM!bound
bFGF and maintains it in a soluble form ð091\ 085Ł[ At
the same time\ the RGD region of Tat binds the a4b0
and avb2 integrins ð33Ł\ induces the phosphorylation of
the focal adhesion kinase p014 FAK "BE unpublished
data# and promotes cell adhesion "when Tat is coated
onto plates# or growth\ migration\ and invasion "when
Tat is added to the cells in a soluble form#[ However\
bFGF released by Tat!basic region represents the _nal
mediator of Tat!induced cell growth\ whereas Tat!
induced cell adhesion increases the growth response to
bFGF ð49Ł[ In contrast\ cell migration and invasion are
mediated only by the RGD region of Tat\ as shown
by mapping studies with overlapping Tat peptides and
speci_c anti!integrin antibodies ð091\ 085Ł[

As mentioned above\ E!KSC but not IC!activated
endothelial cells\ proliferate in response to RGD peptides
alone[ This is not a feature of normal cells and suggests
integrin clustering or some other alterations of the inte!
grin!mediated pathway"s# ð091\ 085Ł[

Thus\ Tat exerts its e}ects via a molecular mimicry of
ECM proteins and by releasing bound bFGF through a
heparin!binding e}ect[ This is consistent with the role of
ECM proteins in angiogenesis and tumor growth ð084Ł[

Extracellular Tat is detectable in AIDS!KS lesions
"Fig[ 4# ð49Ł[ In addition\ endothelial and spindle cells of
KS lesions express both bFGF and a4b0 and avb2!Tat
receptors and extracellular Tat co!stains with these recep!
tors on spindle cells and activated vessels ð49Ł\ suggesting
that the mechanisms described here are operative in vivo
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Figure 4[ Expression of the HIV!0 Tat protein in AIDS!KS lesion[ Tat is detected in all AIDS!KS lesions examined by
immunohistochemistry with speci_c antibodies ð49Ł and particularly in late lesions but not in CKS lesions "negative control#[
Double staining experiments indicate staining of Tat on activated endothelial cells and KS spindle cells and co!staining with b0
and b2 integrins ð49Ł[

and that Tat may explain the higher frequency and
aggressiveness of KS in the setting of HIV!0 infection[

Tat has also been shown to activate the adhesion of
monocytes!macrophages to the vessels with vascular
damage due to the production of collagenases and to
increase their migration and invasion into tissues ð087Ł[

Other data indicated that Tat basic region can bind
KDR!0 ð088Ł\ one of the VEGF receptors which has
been shown to be expressed in KS lesions in vivo ð001Ł[
However\ KS tumor cell lines but not E!KSC proliferate
with VEGF but they all proliferate with Tat\ suggesting
that such a mechanism is more likely to occur in trans!
formed!progressed KS given the receptor availability for
Tat since VEGF is highly expressed in the lesions[

The other mechanisms by which Tat can a}ect KS
development is through the activation of cellular gene
expression and especially cytokine genes involved in KS
pathogenesis ð098Ł "Table 4#[ For example\ Tat activates
TNFa and b ð199Ł\ IL!5 ð190Ł and other genes in infected
cells[ As an extracellular protein Tat can induce TGFb

production in monocytes!macrophages ð191Ł\ ELAM!0
expression in endothelial cells ð192Ł and VCAM!0\
ICAM!0\ MCP!0 and IL!5 in E!KSC ð193Ł[ However\ the
concentration of extracellular Tat required for activation
of cellular gene expression by Tat is generally higher
"nano!micromolar# than that required for the e}ects
mediated by integrins "picomolar# and described above
ð098\ 089\ 081Ł[ This suggests that activation of cytokine
genes by Tat is more likely to occur in an autocrine
fashion "i[e[ infected cells# than in a paracrine fashion "by
extracellular Tat#[ However\ Tat may contribute also by
these mechanisms in AIDS!KS pathogenesis[

Other data suggest that Tat can increase also HHV!7
viral load ð194Ł\ perhaps this is due to IC activation by
Tat[ Finally\ Tat activates bcl!1 expression ð195Ł[ The
presence of detectable extracellular Tat in sera from
AIDS patients ð196Ł and in AIDS!KS lesions ð49Ł support
the hypothesis of its role as a progression factor in AIDS!
KS[

ONCOGENE EXPRESSION IN KS: bcl-2, A

PROGNOSTIC MARKER OF PROGRESSION

Recent data indicate that bcl!1 is expressed in endo!
thelial and spindle cells of the lesions from all forms of
KS and that its expression increases with lesion stage
reaching the maximal levels in nodular lesions ð094\ 197Ł[
Bcl!1 is also induced during angiogenesis ð084Ł suggesting
that its expression may also be related to the angiogenic
growth present in KS[ The reasons for the induction
of bcl!1 are under study\ however\ preliminary results
suggest that the same IC and angiogenic factors present
in KS lesions upregulate bcl!1 expression in endothelial
and spindle cells "Sgadari et al[\ in preparation#[ For
example\ as mentioned above\ gIFN can contribute to
induce bcl!1 expression by inducing the expression of
CD39 ð30Ł[ Moreover\ HIV!0 Tat protein can also induce
bcl!1 expression ð195Ł[

The role of bcl!1 in KS is proven by the results of
clinical trials of KS patients with taxol that have shown
regression of KS ð198Ł[ Taxol\ in fact\ is known to inhibit
bcl!1 function ð109Ł and our unpublished work indicates
that taxol blocks E!KSC growth and KS!like lesion for!
mation in nude mice "Sgadari\ in preparation#[ Thus\ bcl!
1 expression coupled with cell growth stimuli may divert
cells from apoptosis toward continued cell proliferation
and this may represent a step toward the lesion trans!
formation and monoclonality that has been observed in
some nodular KS lesions[

Besides bcl!1 only few other oncogens have been found
to be expressed in KS[ Among these the genes coding for
ras ð100Ł int!1 ð101Ł\ p42 ð197\ 102\ 103Ł and c!myc ð104Ł[

A signi_cant over!expression of Ras protein has been
observed in CKS ð100Ł but without correlation with dis!
ease stage ð100Ł[ Int!1 "FGF!2# mRNA and protein have
also been detected in KS ð101Ł[ However\ the signi_cance
of these _ndings is yet unknown and requires further
studies[

Heterozygous p42 mutations have been detected in KS
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tissues ð102Ł and p42 has also been detected by immu!
nohistochemistry in late stage KS lesions but not in early
lesions\ however\ very few cells "about 0)# of the lesions
express detectable p42 ð197\ 103Ł\ suggesting that its role
in KS pathogenesis may be limited[

C!myc expression is up!regulated by PDGF!B in cul!
tured E!KSC and down!regulated by IFN!Con0\ a
derivative of IFN!a\ which is cytostatic on E!KSC and
has KS therapeutic e}ects ð104Ł[ Moreover\ c!myc!speci_c
antisense oligodeoxynucleotides inhibit speci_cally the
proliferation and the migration of E!KSC in vitro[ In
addition\ in vivo c!myc expression in spindle cells
increases in late!nodular KS lesions as compared to early
lesions ð104Ł[ This indicates that c!myc regulates KS spin!
dle cell proliferation and migration and may have a key
role in disease progression ð104Ł[

The expression of bcl!1\ p42 and c!myc in late!nodular
KS suggest that these proteins may be involved in KS
progression and support the hypothesis that\ in later
stages of development\ KS may transform from a reactive
process to a true sarcoma[

CONCLUSIONS

The data reviewed in this article suggest that KS starts
as an in~ammatory!angiogenic lesion initiated by IC[
IC\ in turn\ induce production of angiogenic molecules\
growth and chemotactic factors that mediate lesion for!
mation[ IC are increased in all patients at high risk to
develop KS due to immunoactivation[ Disease worsening
or onset is also observed after administration of gIFN\
IL!1 or TNFa to the patients[

IC activate vessels\ induce endothelial cells to acquire
the KS cell phenotype\ induce leukocytes recruitment and
di}erentiation of monocytes in macrophages\ endothelial
macrophages and dendritic cells[ IC also promote KS
spindle cell proliferation and angiogenesis by inducing
angiogenic factor production[ In addition\ IC increase
replication of HHV!7 and HIV!0[

HHV!7 seems to be required for further progression of
all the di}erent epidemiological forms of KS\ whereas the
Tat protein of HIV!0 is a progression factor for AIDS!KS
and may be responsible for the higher aggressiveness
of this form of the disease[ Continuous stimulation of
reactive spindle cells by IC\ growth factors\ HHV!7 and
the Tat protein may sporadically be oncogenic and result
in the transformation of reactive KS lesions to a real
sarcoma[ This is supported by the increased expression
of oncogenic factors\ especially bcl!1\ in late stage KS
lesions and by the observations of clonality in some nodu!
lar KS lesions "Fig[ 5#[

Histologically KS spindle cells are considered as the
tumor cells of KS[ However\ in early KS lesions this
cellular compartment is actually composed of di}erent
reactive cell types] "i# activated endothelial cells "E!KSC\
the predominant cell type# and "ii# macrophages "M!
KSC#[ It is not clear whether these cells may form in loco

or derive from the circulating spindle cell progenitors
which are HHV!7 infected\ are commonly found in KS
patients and can be induced in non KS patients by IC[
Both models could explain how KS initiates sim!
ultaneously in several di}erent sites of the body[
However\ recent evidence favors a recruitment in the
lesion of blood!derived monocytes that di}erentiate in
loco[

Cell transformation may occur at later stages of KS[
As suggested by the development from KS lesions of 1
transformed cell lines that give tumors only in SCID
mice[ This also indicates that a profound immu!
node_ciency may be required for progression of KS to a
real sarcoma and may be more common in AIDS!KS
patients particularly from Africa\ as suggested by the
microsatellite instability detected in AIDS!KS but not in
CKS[

Regarding the role of HHV!7\ it is likely that this virus
is transported secondarily into initiating foci of reactive
KS lesions[ IC activate HHV!7 infection and increase
viral load[ Therefore\ HHV!7\ in turn\ may _nd in KS
patients and in KS lesions an optimal milieu to grow and
spread[ In fact\ although HHV!7 is present in patients
without KS\ a higher viral load is detected in KS patients
and in late!nodular lesions and IC production in early
KS can precede HHV!7 detection[ Productively HHV!7
infected circulating spindle cell progenitors "of monocytic
origin#\ monocytes\ and lymphocytes may carry HHV!7
into KS lesions\ di}erentiate under the e}ect of IC and
transmit HHV!7 to other cell types such as endothelial
cells\ which are predominantly latently infected[ In this
scenario\ a key role of HHV!7 may be the enhancement
of the CD7 T!cell in_ltration and activation which is
commonly observed in KS lesions[ For unknown reasons
in_ltrating CD7 T cells are unable of eliminating virus!
infected cells\ in contrast\ they further secrete IC which
activate proliferation of infected KS spindle cells and
may also contribute to maintain a latent HHV!7 infection
in these cells[ In this context the mutual interaction
between CD7 T cells and spindle cells that is mediated
by IC may be key to both HHV!7 infection and KS
development[

The complex interaction among these factors is not
yet completely understood and requires further studies\
particularly for the role of HHV!7 in lesion formation[
However\ it is important to recognize two stages of KS
particularly for therapeutical intervention[ Early!stage
KS occurs in the absence of immunode_ciency\ is
mediated and supported by cytokines and can regress[
In contrast\ late!stage KS may be growth independent\
associated with immunode_ciency\ does not regress and
it is often resistant to conventional therapies[ A patho!
genetic therapy targeting speci_c factors and the moni!
toring of markers associated with KS development or
progression such as activation markers\ levels of cir!
culating spindle cells\ bcl!1 expression\ HHV!7 viral load
and the grade of the immunode_ciency may have prog!
nostic values and address disease treatment[
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Figure 5[ Schematic representation of key events mediating KS development[ Immunoactivation increases the systemic levels of
in~ammatory cytokines "IC# including gIFN\ IL!0\ TNF[ This causes endothelial cell activation "EC\ black outline#\ increased
expression of adhesion molecules by these cells "red outline# and increased adhesion of in~ammatory cells including CD7¦ T cells
"round nucleus# and monocytic:macrophagic cells "bean shaped nucleus# to the vessels[ This supports their extravasation into the
tissues and secretion of IC that these activated cells produce[ Local IC cause phenotypic transformation of endothelial cells and
monocytic:macrophagic cells to KS spindle cells "KSC#[ Alternatively or in addition to this event\ IC induce the expansion of
circulating spindle cell precursors "of monocytic origin# that may also be recruited by this mechanism into the tissues and
di}erentiate to macrophagic:endothelial KSC "endothelial macrophages#[ Factors secreted by the spindle cells and in~ammatory
cells amplify these events and stimulate KSC proliferation "bFGF\ PDGF#\ angiogenesis "bFGF\ VEGF\ SF:HGF\ PDGF!B#
and further recruitment of T cells\ monocytes and other immune cells "MCP!0\ IL!7#[ At the same time\ HHV!7 infected
monocytes!macrophages and spindle cell progenitors recruit the virus into tissues[ Local IC upregulate HHV!7 infection and viral
load creating a vicious cycle of virus!host interactions that amplify these events[ In HIV!0 infected individuals\ the Tat protein
released in the circulation or in loco by HIV!infected cells binds KSC and activated EC and enhances KS cell growth\ angiogenesis
and bcl!1 expression and further upregulates IC production[ In the course of this mutual stimulation among the di}erent cell
types\ the oncogenic potential in KS lesions increases over time as indicated by the increased expression of proto!oncogenes "e[g[
bcl!1# in advancing KS lesions[ In the presence of immunode_ciency and\ particularly\ in HIV!0 infected individuals this may
cause the transformation of a reactive and potentially reversible early KS lesion to a true sarcoma[
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